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Abstract
Cloud computing provides massive computation power and storage 
capacity which enable users to deploy computation and data-
intensive applications without infrastructure investment. Along 
the processing of that applications a large volume of intermediate 
data sets will be generated and often stored to save the cost of 
recomposing them. Preserving the privacy of intermediate data 
sets becomes a challenging problem because adversaries may 
recover privacy-sensitive information by analyzing multiple 
intermediate data sets. Encrypting all data sets in cloud is widely 
adopts in existing approaches to address this challenge. We argue 
that encrypting all intermediate data sets are neither efficient nor 
cost-effective because it is very time consuming and costly for 
data-intensive applications to en/decrypt data sets frequently while 
performing any operation on them. In this paper we proposes a 
novel upper bound privacy leakage constraint-based approach to 
identify which intermediate data sets need to be encrypted and 
which do not so that privacy-preserving cost can be saved while 
the privacy requirements of data holders can still be satisfied.
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I. Introduction
Cloud computing is regarded as an ingenious combination of a 
series of technologies establishing a novel business model by 
offering IT services and using economies of scale. Participants 
in the business chain of cloud computing can benefit from this 
novel model. Cloud customers can huge capital investment of IT 
infrastructure and concentrate on their own core business. In many 
companies or organizations have been migrating or building their 
business into cloud.

Fig. 1: System Architecture

On one hand, encrypting all data sets a straightforward and 
effective approach, is widely adopted in current research. The 
processing on encrypted data sets efficiently is quite a challenging 
task because most existing applications only run on unencrypts 
data sets. Recent progress has been made in homomorphism 
encryption which theoretically allows performing computation 
on encrypted data sets applying current algorithms are rather 
expensive due to their inefficiency.
We proposes a novel approach to identify which intermediate data 
sets need to be encrypted while others do not in order to satisfy 

privacy requirements given by data holders. A tree structure is 
modeles from generation relationships of intermediate data sets to 
analyze privacy propagation of data sets. As quantify joint privacy 
leakage of multiple data sets efficiently is challenging 

II. Existing System
The privacy concerns caused by retaining intermediate data sets in 
cloud are important but they are paying little attention. Storage and 
computation service in cloud are equivalent from an economical 
perspective because they are charged in proportion to their usage. 
In cloud users can store valuable intermediate data sets selectively 
when processing original data sets in data intensive applications 
like medical diagnosis in order to curtail the overall expenses by 
avoiding frequent recomputation to obtain these data sets. That 
methods are quite common because data users often reanalyze 
results conduct new analysis on intermediate data sets or share 
some intermediate results with others for collaboration. Without 
loss of generality the notions of intermediate data set herein refers 
to intermediate and resultant data sets.
A motivating scenario is illustrates in above Fig. 1 where an 
online health service provider has moves data storage into cloud 
for economical benefits. Original data sets are encrypts for 
confidentiality. Data users are like governments or research centre 
access or process part of original data sets after anonymization. 
Intermediate data sets generate during data access or process are 
retained for data reuse and cost saving. This enables an adversary 
to collect intermediate data sets together and menace privacy-
sensitive information from bringing considerable economic loss 
or severe social reputation impairment to data owners. The little 
attention has been paid to such a cloud-specific privacy issue.
Disadvantages:
On one hand encrypting all data sets a straightforwarding and 
effective approach is widely adopted in current research.

III. Proposed System
Encrypting all intermediate data sets will lead to high overhead 
and low efficiency when they are frequently accessed or processed. 
We proposes to encrypt part of intermediate data sets rather than 
all for reducing privacy preserving cost. In this paper we proposes 
a novel approach to identify which intermediate data sets need 
to be encrypted while others do not in order to satisfy privacy 
requirements given by data holders. A tree structure is models 
from generation relationships of intermediate data sets to analyze 
privacy propagation of data sets.

Advantages
The major contributions of our research are three folds.

First, we formally demonstrate the possibility of ensuring • 
privacy leakage requirements without encrypting all 
intermediate data sets when encryption is incorporated with 
anonymization to preserve privacy. 
Second, we design a practical heuristic algorithm to identify • 
which data sets need to be encrypted for preserving privacy 
while the rest of them do not. 
Third, experiment results demonstrate that our approach can • 
significantly reduce privacy preserving cost over existing 
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approaches which is quite beneficial for the cloud users who 
utilize cloud services in a pay-as-you-go fashion.

A. Privacy-Preserving Cost Problem
Privacy preserving cost of intermediate data sets stems from 
frequent en/decryption with charges cloud services. Cloud 
service venders have set up various pricing models to support 
the pay-as-you-go model. To avoid pricing details and focus on 
the discussion of our core ideas we combine the prices of various 
services required by en/decryption into one. This combin price 
is denotes as PR.

IV. Privacy Representation and Privacy Leakage Upper 
Bound Constraint
It is fundamental to measure privacy leakage of anonymized data 
sets to quantitatively describe how much privacy is disclosed. 
Privacy quantification of a single data set is stated in belowsection. 
We point out the challenge of privacy quantification of multiple 
data sets.

A. Single Intermediate Data Set Privacy Represen-
tation
The privacy-sensitive information is essentially regarded as the 
association between sensitive data and individuals. We denote 
an original sensitive data set as do an anonymized intermediate 
data set as d the set of sensitive data as SD and the set of quasi 
identifiers as QI. Quasi identifiers which represent the groups of 
anonymized data can lead to privacy breach if they are too specific 
that only a small group of people are linked to them.

B. Privacy Leakage Upper Bound Constraint-Based 
Approach For Privacy Preserving
We propose an upper bound constraint based approach to select 
the necessary subset of intermediate data sets that needs to be 
encryptes for minimizing privacy-preserving cost. We specify 
relevant basic notations and elaborate two useful properties on 
an SIT.

C. Recursive Privacy Leakage Constraint Decompo-
sition
To satisfy the PLC decompose the PLC recursively into different 
layers in an SIT. The problem stated can be addresses via tackling 
a series of small scale optimization problems. Let the privacy 
leakage threshold requires in the layer Li be “i, 1 <= i <= H.

D. Minimum Privacy-Preserving Cost
Usually more than one feasible global encryption solution exists 
under the PLC1 constraints because there are many alternative 
local solutions in each layer. Each intermediate data set has various 
size and frequency of usage leading to different overall cost with 
different solutions.

Privacy Preserving Cost Reducing Heuristic Algorithm
In this section  we design a heuristic algorithm to reduce privacy 
preserving cost. In the state search space for an SIT a state node SNi 
in the layer Li herein refers to a vector of partial local solutions.
Based on this heuristic, we design a heuristic privacy preserving 
cost reduction algorithm denotes as H_PPCR. The basic idea is 
that the algorithm iteratively selects a state node with the highest 
heuristic value and then extends its child state nodes until it 
reaches a goal state node. The privacy preserving solution and 
corresponding cost are derivers from the goal state.

Algorithm

V. Module Description

Number of Modules
After careful analysis the system has been identify to have the 
following modules:
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Data Storage Privacy Module.1. 
Privacy Preserving Module.2. 
Intermediate Dataset Module.      3. 
Privacy UpperBound Module. 4. 

1. Data Storage Privacy Module
The privacy concerns caused by retaining intermediate datasets in 
cloud are important but they are paid little attention. A motivating 
scenario is illustrates where an on-line health service provider. 
Original datasets are encryptes for confidentiality. Data users like 
governments or research centres access or process part of original 
datasets after anonymization.

2. Privacy Preserving Module
Privacy preserving techniques like generalization can with-stand 
most privacy attacks on one single dataset while preserving 
privacy for multiple datasets is still a challenging problem. Privacy 
preserving cost of intermediate datasets stems from frequent en/
decryption with charged cloud services.

3. Intermediate Dataset Module
An intermediate dataset is assumed to have been ano-nymized 
to satisfy certain privacy requirements. Putting multiple datasets 
together may still invoke a high risk of revealing privacy-sensitive 
information resulting in violating the privacy requirements. Data 
provenance is employes to manage intermediate datasets in our 
research. 

4. Privacy UpperBound  Module
Privacy quantification of a single data-set is stated. We point 
out the challenge of privacy quantification of multiple datasets 
and then derive a privacy leakage upper-bound con-straint 
correspondingly. 

VI. Evaluation and Results

A. Overall Comparison
Encrypting all data sets for privacy preserving is widely adopts 
in existing research. This category of approach is denoted as 
ALL_ENC. The privacy-preserving cost of ALL_ENC is denoted 
as CALL.

B. Experiment Evaluation

1 . Experiment Environment
U-Cloud is a cloud computing environment at the University of 
Technology Sydney (UTS). The system overview of U-Cloud 
is depicted. The computing facilities of this system are located 
among several labs at UTS.

Fig. 2: Experiment Results About Real-World Data Sets

To create virtualizes data centres we install OpenStack open source 
cloud environment for global management, resource scheduling 
and interaction with users. Hadoop is installes based on the cloud 
built via OpenStack to facilitate massive data processing. Our 
experiments are conducted in this cloud environment.

Fig. 3: Experiment Results in a Large Number of Data Sets

We can see that both CALL and CHEU go up when the number of 
intermediate data sets is getting larger. That is the larger the number 
of intermediate data sets is the more privacy-preserving cost will 
be incurred. CALL increases notably because it is proportional 
to the number of intermediate data sets. Given “d” CHEU also 
increases with the increase of the number of data sets because 
more data sets are requires to be encryptes.

VII. Conclusion
We have proposes an approach that identifies which part of 
intermediate data sets needs to be encrypted while the rest does not 
in order to save the privacy preserving cost. A tree structure has been 
modeles from the generation relationships of intermediate data sets 
to analyze privacy propagation among data sets. We have modeles 
the problem of saving privacy preserving cost as a constrained 
optimization problem which is addressed by decomposing the 
privacy leakage constraints. A practical heuristic algorithm have 
been design accordingly. Evaluation results on real world data 
sets and larger extensive data sets have demonstrates the cost of 
preserving privacy in cloud can be reduces significantly with our 
approach over existing ones where all data sets are encryptes.
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